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Dear readers,

This issue of “Engelsmann News” is packed full of exciting news from the bulk solid experts for you to 

get stuck into! 

First of all, you can read all about why it’s particularly worth purchasing an Engelsmann round scree-

ning machine as of right now. We will also provide concentrated big bag emptying knowledge from our 

bulk solid experts in the form of a new white paper. And last but not least, we will reveal why P&A has 

deviated from a years-long tradition in this year’s Kompendium. 

» New Cost Benefits with the VibRS Round Screening Machine
» Concentrated Big Bag Emptying Expertise

» 100 (+1) Big Names in the Processing Industry

We wish you happy reading. 

Your Engelsmann team 



New Cost Benefits with the VibRS Round Screening Machine

As part of our “2020 Efficiency Program”, we were able to sustainably sink the manufacturing costs of 
our three most popular vibration screening machines through more efficient processes and pass on 
these savings to our customers. By now doing the same for our JEL VibRS, not only are we happy, but 
so are the future owners of these space-saving screening machines. 

But the attractive price is not the only thing that’s new: the JEL VibRS has also had a small technical 
upgrade. Alongside the sealing mechanism, the connection options for up- and downstream processes 

have also been optimized. 

More bang for your buck – a real success with plenty of advantages that you should learn more about. 

NEWSFLASH

» Recommend article » More Information 

https://www.engelsmann.de/auswertung-start.php?goto=en_nl_okt20_1_wt
https://www.engelsmann.de/auswertung-start.php?goto=en_nl_okt20_1


Concentrated Big Bag Emptying Expertise

Which big bag emptying process technology is best for my specific bulk solid? There is no simple 
answer to this question as there is a lot to consider and decide on: What if the product doesn’t empty 

by itself? What has to be considered when emptying dusting bulk solids? 

The new guide from our big bag experts gets to the bottom of these questions and provides essential infor-

mation on the topic of big bag emptying as well as basic knowledge on containment and hygienic design. 

Don’t miss out – simply click to request a free copy. 

» Recommend article » Order your Guide

https://www.engelsmann.de/auswertung-start.php?goto=en_nl_okt20_2_wt
mailto:kalka@engelsmann.de?subject=Request%20%E2%80%9EBig%20Bag%20Guide%E2%80%9C


100 (+1) Big Names in the Processing Industry

In their annual Kompendium, the journal P&A profiles 100 outstanding figures in the processing indust-
ry. But this year it broke from tradition and actually featured 101 people – strictly speaking. 

The reason for this isn’t a miscalculation by the editing team, but because our director duo is included 

in the “Lenker” (“Driving force”) section. Here, they reflect on almost 150 years of company history and 
take a look into the future and the challenges and goals of the coming years. 

We are thrilled that our new management team features in this year’s Kompendium and we hope that 

you enjoy reading it. 

» Recommend article » More Information 

https://www.engelsmann.de/auswertung-start.php?goto=en_nl_okt20_3_wt
https://www.engelsmann.de/auswertung-start.php?goto=en_nl_okt20_3


  Imprint // Privacy Policy // Contact

Follow the link to our product portfolio: 

If you would like to stop receiving our newsletter, unsubscribe here. We will then immediately remove 

your e-mail address from the mailing list. Except for basic connection charges, you will not be charged 

for this. 
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